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In this paper the phase structure of the massive λφ4 model at finite temper-
ature (T 6= 0) is investigated by applying a resummation method inspired by
the renormalization-group (RG) improvement to the one-loop effective potential.
The resummation method a la RG-improvement is shown to work quite succes-
fully by resumming up systematically large correction-terms of O(λT/µ) and of
O(λ(T/µ)2). The temperature-dependent phase transition of the model is shown
to proceed through the second order transition. The critical exponents are deter-
mined analytically and are compared with those in other analyses.
1 Introduction
Understanding the phase structure and the mechanism of phase transition of
quantum field theories at finite temperature/density is important to under-
stand the evolution of Universe and the physics to be searched by the ultrarel-
ativistic heavy-ion experiments planned at the BNL-RHIC and CERN-LHC 1.
To investigate analytically the phase structure of relativistic quantum field
theory, the effective potential (EP) is used as a powerful tool. Perturbative
calculation of the EP at finite temperature, however, suffers from various trou-
bles: the poor convergence or the breakdown of the loop expansion 2, and the
strong dependence on the renormalization-scheme (RS). These troubles have
essentially the same origin, i.e., they come about with the emergence of large
perturbative corrections depending explicitly on the RS. Thus to break a way
out of these troubles we must carry out the systematic resummation 3,4,5,6 of
dominant large correction terms, and at the same time we must also solve the
problem of the RS-dependence.
Recently simple but very efficient renormalization group (RG) improve-
ment procedures for resumming dominant large correction terms are proposed
in vacuum 7 and in thermal 8 field theories. This procedure was originally pro-
posed to solve the problem of the strong RS-dependence of the EP calculated
through the loop-expansion method.
It is worth noticing here that in the massive scalar λφ4 model at high
temperature the large correction terms appearing in the L-loop EP have the
structures as follows; i) terms proportional to powers of the temperature T :
1
i-a) (λ(T/µ)2)L, i-b) (λ(T/µ))L, and ii) terms proportional to powers of the
logs: ii-a) (λ ln(T/µ))L, ii-b) (λ ln(M/µ))L, where M is the large mass scale
appearing in the theory.
In this paper we present the result of application of the resummation pro-
cedure a la RG 8,9 to the massive scalar φ4 model renormalized at the tem-
perature of the environment T . We have found that the proposed resumma-
tion procedure a la RG works efficiently, not only by resolving the problem
of the RS-dependence, but also by properly as well as systematically resum-
ming terms having the structures i-a) and i-b) above. As for the details of the
analyses, see Ref. 9 and the paper to appear 10.
2 Improving the effective potential through resummation and the
phase structure of massive φ4 model at T 6= 0
Let us consider the massive scalar φ4 model at finite temperature renormalized
at an arbitrary mass-scale µ and at the temperature of the environment T
(hereafter we call this scheme as the T -renomalization). The key idea to resolve
the RS-ambiguity is to use correctly and efficiently the fact that the exact EP
satisfies a homogeneous renormalization group equation (RGE) with respect
to change of the arbitrary parameter µ→ µ¯ = µet.
In the scalar φ4 model the dominant large corrections appear as a power
function of the effective variable τ (for more details, see Refs. 9 and 10)
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where b = 1/16pi2, M2 = m2 + λφ2/2 and M2∆1 is nothing but (a part of)
the renormalized one-loop self-energy correction,
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The resummation of dominant O(λ(T/µ)2) terms in the T -renomalization
can be automatically performed through renormalization, giving the remor-
malized mass-squared m2 ≃ m20 +
1
24
λT 2, appearing as a mass-term in the
2
propagator with which the perturbative calculation is performed, where m0
denotes the renormalized mass in the vacuum theory.
At the one-loop level the RGE’s satisfied by the renormalized coupling and
mass-squared can be solved exactly, giving solutions to the running parameters
m¯2 and λ¯ as
M¯2 = m¯2 +
1
2
λ¯φ2, m¯2 = m2f−1/3, λ¯ = λf−1, (3)
f = 1− 3λ
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.
Up to now µ¯ in the above eqations (3) can be arbitrary, with µ being
fixed at the initial value of renormalization. Our RG-improvement procedure,
i.e., the resummation procedure a la RG, can be carried out by choosing the
RS-fixing parameter µ¯ so as to satisfy τ¯ (t) = 0, namely to make the one-loop
radiative correction to the mass fully vanish.
The RS-fixing equation τ¯ (t) = 0 gives the mass-gap equation 6,8,9
M2 = m2 + f(M¯2)M¯2 − f(M¯2)2/3m2 , (4)
which determines, in the HT regime where T/µ ≫ 1, the RS-parameter µ¯
being exact up to T -independent constant as
µ¯ =
M¯
2
. (5)
Now we can study the consequences of the RG-improvement in the T -
renormalization, with solutions λ¯, m¯2, and µ¯, Eqs. (3) and (5). The RG
improvement can then be performed analytically 8,9,10, obtaining the improved
EP as
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With the RG-improved EP, V¯1, Eqs. (6) and (7), we can see the na-
ture of the temperaure-dependent phase-transition of the model; i) At low
temperature below Tc ∼
√
24|m2|/λ the EP has twofold structure show-
ing the existence of two phases, Fig. 1a, the ordinary mass phase and the
3
Figure 1: The RG improved effective potential of the massive φ4 model at two temperatures
in the T -renormalization: a) T˜1 = 21.6 and b) T˜2 = T˜c = 21.689 with T˜ ≡ T/|m0|.
V˜ ≡ [V¯1(φ˜)− V¯1(φ˜min)]/|m0|4, φ˜ ≡ φ/|m0| and λ = 1/20.
small mass phase. The ordinary mass phase, with its counterpart in the tree-
level potential, is the symmetry-broken phase which develops its minimum at
φ = φ0 ∼ {T
4
c |m
2|3/λ}1/10. The small mass phase is a new “symmetric”
phase, without having any counterpart in the tree-level potential, with a lin-
early decreasing potential unbounded from below, indicating the simple φ4
model becoming an unstable theory at low temperature. As the temperature
becomes higher the the minimum of the ordinary mass phase eventually dimin-
ishes, and ii) at the critical temperature Tc the minimum of the potential at
non-zero φ completely disappears. The EP shows a symmetric structure in φ
with the minimum at φ = 0, V (φ)− V (0) ∝ φδ+1, δ ∼ 5.0, Fig. 1b, and iii) at
high temperature above Tc the EP remains symmetric in φ with its minimum
at φ = 0. Transition between the symmetry-broken phase at low temperature
and the symmetric phase at high temperature proceeds through the second
order transition.
3 Critical exponents
Here we present the critical exponents determined from the RG-improved one-
loop EP in the T -renormalization, Eqs. (6) and (7). In this case we can calcu-
late the critical exponents through analytic manipulation.
The definition of the critical exponents are as follows; 1) On the behav-
ior at φ = φ0 around T ≃ Tc: φ0 ∝ (Tc − T )
β, d2V/dφ2|φ=φ0 ∝ |Tc − T |
γ ,
V (φ0) − V (0) ∝ |Tc − T |
2−α. 2) On the behavior at T = Tc: V (φ) − V (φ0 =
0) ∝ φδ+1 or dV/dφ ∝ φδ. Here φ0 denotes the position of the true min-
4
Table 1: Critical exponents obtained from various methods.
β γ δ α
Our result 0.3 1.2 5.0 0.2
mean-field 0.5 1.0 3.0 0.0
lattice 12 0.324 1.24 4.83 0.113
experimental 11 0.325 1.24 0.112
imum, and TC denotes the critical temperature, which are determined as
φ0 ≃ {54
3T 4c |m
2|3/λ(8pi)4}1/10, Tc ≃
√
24|m20|/λ− 3|m
2
0|/4piµ.
Results are summarized in Table 1, showing that our result deviates signif-
icantly from the mean-field values and agrees reasonably with the experimental
data 11,12.
4 Summary and discussion
In this paper we proposed a new resummation method inspired by the renor-
malization-group improvement. Applying this resummation procedure a la
RG-improvement to the one-loop effective potential in the massive scalar φ4
model renormalized at the temperature of the environment T , we found im-
portant observations; The O(λ(T/µ)2)-term resummation, thus the so-called
hard-thermal-loop resummation 3 in this model, can be simply done through
the T -renormalization itself. With the lack of freedom we can set only one
condition to choose the RS-fixing parameter, which actually ensures to absorb
the large terms of O(λT/µ), thus only the partial resummation of these terms
can be carried out.
It is to be noted that all the results obtained are essentially the same
as those in the T0-renormalization case
9,10: the second order phase transition
between the ordinary mass broken phase at low temperature and the symmetric
phase at high temperature, and the existence of the unstable small mass phase
at low temperature. In this sense our resummation method gives stable results
so long as the terms of O(λT/µ) are systematically resummed. The critical
exponents are determined by analytic manipulation, showing the significant
deviation from the mean-field values and the reasonable agreement with the
experimental data 11,12. For details, see Refs. 9 and 10.
As noticed above, the RG-improved EP in the simple massive φ4 model has,
5
below the critical temperature Tc, an unstable small-mass phase in addition to
the ordinary symmetry-broken phase. This unstable phase also appears in the
same model at exact zero-temperature, indicating its appearence being not the
artifact due to the crudeness of approximation on the temperature-dependent
correction terms. Though the origin of its appearence is not fully understood,
it may have a relation with the triviality of the model, which is an interesting
problem for further studies. The O(N) symmetric model in the large-N limit
exists as a stable theory without having such an unstable phase 8.
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